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Kurt Johannessen made his ‘Exercises’ book in 1994.
He says: “Here is a handbook of exercises that hardly anyone has
tried. The format is small, which makes it easy to take the book
everywhere and practise anywhere when needed. The book has been
printed in five editions since the first edition in 1994, and is therefore
the absolute best seller.”
http://zeth.no/boker.shtml#EXERCISES
I love this book and its instructive exercises, such as “follow a snail for
a day”. One of the exercises in the book is: “write 100 stories and bury
them in a forest”.
So I did.
This book is a document of my Exercise for Kurt Johannessen.

Thank you Kurt.

I knew I would be going to the Doverodde Book Arts Festival
in May, so this gave me a deadline to finish my stories, in three
weeks time.
Kurt is a Norwegian artist and I thought if I could at least get the
book to Scandinavia that would be close enough. I could bury it
somewhere in a forest in Denmark during the trip to the festival.

So, if you are going to bury a book and not be tempted to dig
it up again, the best thing to do is to get someone else to bury
it for you in a beautiful forest - where you won’t find it (thank
you Simon and Paul).

Of course, it wasn’t that straightforward.
First of all I would have to put pen to paper. I did have a lovely exercise
book that I had bought from Lucky Bird (luckybird.co.uk) so I started
writing my 100 stories…

The book has made it to Denmark, and now I’m sitting here in
the summer house the night before its burial thinking, maybe it
would be good to bury it this year and then see if it has completely
disappeared if we get to come back to the festival next year.
But that is cheating; Kurt’s instructions are to write and bury a
book, not to bury it and then dig it up again.

I packed the book of my 100 stories (and a trowel) and took it with me
on the ferry to Denmark.

69. The missing typewriter key
70. Intolerable cruelty
71. The daisy chain
72. The spoiler
73. That unbearable lightness
74. Dust
75. Night work
76. Poison
77. Not quite drowning
78. Curtains
79. Speed dating
80. A work in progress
81. Hope
82. Painting by numbers
83. Pulp fiction
84. The birds
85. Transparent
86. Where the dead live
87. Superstition
88. The clearing
89. Other people, other rooms
90. True grit
91. I make my wallpaper form your postcards
92. Ghosts
93. Now I’m a cowboy
94. Just add water
95. Paradise lost
96. Knowledge
97. Snow falling in daylight
98. Deirdre
99. Throwaway
100. An exercise

OK, so it’s now late April, I have emailed Kurt to check he is
happy with my tribute, I have started writing the stories, and
I know I am going to bury the exercise book in a forest,
somewhere in Denmark.
It took a couple of weeks writing the short stories in the
evenings, and when I had finished, I made an index of the titles,
and scanned the whole book.
But then I thought, if the exercise is to write the stories and bury
them - I am guessing that means Kurt assumes that no-one will
be able to read them, so rather than print them all out for you,
I am only going to give you a list of the titles of the stories…

1. There was an old lady
2. Another old lady
3. A boy waiting
4. A day just like any other
5. Making bread
6. Last night
7. Silent wolves
8. Nothing
9. Pulling up
10. Not believing
11. Twilight
12. It’s raining
13. Volcano
14. Oil
15. Winter
16. Turn left
17. No 43
18. The locker
19. More volcanoes
20. Bright orange
21. No rainbow
22. Work
23. Young offenders
24. Rowing boat.
25. The world turns
26. 197 years
27. White lilies
28. That’s life
29. Who knew?
30. My ancestors
31. The earth
32. Carpe diem
33. Maps of the invisible world
34. A subversive stitch

35. A fork in the road
36. Caterpillars
37. The darkness
38. Suicide
39. Three ships
40. Equations
41. It’s beginning to hurt
42. Delicacy
43. Grains
44. Security
45. A burning question
46. Curtailment
47. While memory lasts
48. A girl waiting
49. Gone fishing
50. Authenticity
51. Rapunzel
52. Silicon Valley
53. Protein
54. Motorway services
55. Sacrifice
56. Unchartered democracy
57. Premeditation
58. Stilled lives
59. Whiskey, no water
60. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
61. Can you pin your hopes on?
62. Vindication
63. Collaborative dreaming for Dick Turpin
64. Counting
65. To see what he could see
66. California dreaming
67. Mise en place
68. Just like the movies

